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mesi jilly 
 

Born in Austria, Mesi was raised in France, Italy and Chile and 

is now based in New York City where she designs her jewelry 

line. Each Mesi Jilly piece is unique and  one-of-a-kind, using 

the fi nest semi precious stones, silver and gold. All shells 

are harvested from the sea in an environmentally conscious 

manner. 

“My inspiration comes from the shapes and colors of ocean life. 

Several years ago I came across a stunning shell while walking 

on the beach. I picked it up...” 



mesi jilly “st. barth´s” pendant
 

Shell adorned with silver or gold and pearl mabe. 

 



mesi jilly “monaco” pendant
 

A labradorite set in a matrix of silver or gold on a 

natural shell. 

 



mesi jilly “santorini” pendant
 

Shell adorned with silver or gold and onyx. 

 



mesi jilly “mykonos” pendant
 

Shell adorned with corals, gold and pearl mabe. 

 



mesi jilly “mykonos” earrings
 

Brown pearl with red or white corral from sardinia 

 



mesi jilly “harbour island” pendant
 

Shell adorned with gold or silver and pink mother of 

pearl. 

 



mesi jilly “st. tropez” pendant
 

Shell adorned with sea urchin, gold or silver and 

pearl mabe. 

 



mesi jilly “blue bali” pendant
 

Shell adorned with silver or gold and blue topaz. 

 



mesi jilly “green bali” pendant
 

Shell adorned with silver or gold and green peridot. 

 



mesi jilly “yellow bali” pendant
 

Cowrie shell adorned with silver or gold and yellow 

citrine. 

 



mesi jilly “seychelles” pendant
 

Shell adorned with pearls from tahiti and silver, cord 

with silver ornaments 

 



mesi jilly “seychelles” cord necklace
 

Cord with silver ornaments and white or black pearl 

from tahiti

 



mesi jilly “seychelles” cord necklace
 

Cord with silver ornaments and white or black pearl 

from tahiti

 



press

mesi jilly jewelry as seen in:

- Harper´s Bazaar U.S. 05/06

- Harper´s Bazaar U.S. 09/06

- Cosmopolitan Germany 07/06

- Elle U.S. 12/06

- Vogue U.S. 02/07

- Vogue U.S. 04/07

- Vogue France 05/07

- The New York Times Magazine 05/07

- Elle U.S. 09/07

- Vogue U.S. 09/07

- Vogue U.S. 08/07

- Vogue Germany11/07

- Vogue France 11/07

Vogue U.S. 2008

- Flair Austria 2008

www.mesijilly.net



catalogue
 

photographed and designed by walter j. sieberer / wjs@diema.at 


